HIV and smoking: associated risks and prevention strategies
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Abstract: High rates of smoking among persons living with HIV (PLWH) may reduce the effectiveness of HIV treatment and contribute to significant morbidity and mortality. Factors associated with smoking in PLWH include mental health comorbidity, alcohol and drug use, health-related quality of life, smoking among social networks and supports, and lack of access to care. PLWH smokers are at a higher risk of numerous HIV-associated infections and non-HIV related morbidity, including a decreased response to antiretroviral treatment, impaired immune functioning, reduced cognitive functioning, decreased lung functioning, and cardiovascular disease. Seventeen smoking cessation interventions were identified, of which seven were randomized controlled trials. The most effective studies combined behavioral and pharmacotherapy treatments that incorporated comprehensive assessments, multiple sessions, and cognitive-behavioral and motivational strategies. Smoking cessation interventions that are tailored to the unique needs of diverse samples and incorporate strategies to reduce the risk of relapse are essential to advancing health outcomes in PLWH.
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Introduction

Cigarette smoking is one of the leading preventable risk factors contributing to morbidity and mortality in the US.1 While smoking rates in the US general population are 19%, the rate of smoking among persons living with HIV (PLWH) is estimated to be two to three times higher, with recent estimates over 40%.2–4 Among PLWH, over 85% are estimated to have a lifetime history of smoking.5 PLWH with a lifetime history of smoking are half as likely to be abstinent from smoking compared to the general population.6 On average, HIV+ smokers use 16–23 cigarettes per day7–9 and have been smoking almost 23 years,9 suggesting a high risk for nicotine dependence in this population.

In recent years, advances in the treatment of HIV have improved immune function in HIV+ individuals. However, the health-related risks associated with smoking may diminish the benefits of HIV treatment.1 The average years of life lost among HIV+ individuals due to smoking is 12.3 years, which is more than twice that in the general population.9 With medical costs exceeding US$96 billion per year,10 public health professionals recognize the significant burden of smoking and have made smoking cessation a high priority.11 The overall goal of this article is to review the associated risks and smoking cessation strategies for HIV+ persons. First, we examine the health risks and outcomes that smoking can cause in this population, including HIV- and non-HIV related morbidity and mortality. Second, given the high rates of smoking...
Health risks and outcomes
Effect of smoking on HIV acquisition and disease progression
There are conflicting data on whether tobacco smoking alters HIV disease susceptibility, HIV disease progression, or if there are unique health consequences related to smoking in the context of HIV+ status.

In the past, inquiry into the association between cigarette smoking and the acquisition of HIV infection has resulted in much dispute with some researchers arguing that cigarette smoking is associated with a statistically significant increase in the incidence of HIV seroconversion. In support of this statistical association is immunological evidence that tobacco smoke can enhance HIV infectivity possibly by a combination of direct (antioxidant) and indirect (gene-based) mechanisms. Analogously, a study by Zhao et al concluded that “tobacco smoke extract up-regulates some genes known to be capable of enhancing HIV infection, or protecting HIV, but down-regulates several genes involved in cellular defense and antigen presentation”.

Moreover, though the general consensus is that smokers have higher baseline CD4+ counts compared with non-smokers, some of the literature documents rapid CD4 cell count falloffs among tobacco users signifying a possible correlation between smoking and HIV disease progression. In support of this theory is an immunological study by Valiathan et al, which concluded that cigarette smoking has a quantifiable deleterious impact on immune activation, gut microbial translocation, immune exhaustion, and T cell function in HIV-infected individuals. In both HIV+ and HIV-study participants, smokers had higher cellular markers of CD4+ and CD8+ T cell activation, higher gut microbial translocation, increased levels of CD4+ T cell immune exhaustion, and impaired function of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. Accordingly, these observations led the investigators to conclude that “smoking and HIV infection independently influence T cell immune activation and function and together they present the worst immune profile” hence the suggestion of a cumulative effect of smoking on the impairment of the immune system and accelerated disease progression.

Similarly, cigarette smoking appears to mitigate the effects of highly active anti-retroviral therapy (HAART). A study by Feldman et al concluded that HAART was less effective in terms of reducing mortality and AIDS incidence among smokers compared to non-smokers, even after their results were adjusted for confounding factors including medication compliance and concurrent illicit drug use. Their results revealed lower CD4 counts and higher viral loads among smokers compared to non-smokers, equating to an inferior immune response and a higher probability of virologic rebound.

Conversely, Marshall et al postulate that smoking does not accelerate disease progression to clinical AIDS but enhances susceptibility to HIV or other infections and modifies the risk associated with smoking-related chronic diseases. The counterargument provided by Marshall et al is that many of the studies purporting a statistical correlation between smoking status and HIV disease progression are prone to sample bias, particularly homogeneity – studies of only women, men who have sex with men (MSM), or injection drug users – hence possible confounding of results.

Notably, there are some unique and unforeseen health consequences of cigarette smoking habits among the HIV+ population. One such consequence is an inverse relationship between current smoking status and AIDS-related Kaposi’s sarcoma. Hoover et al theorized that smoking induces inflammatory cytokines that reduce the risk of AIDS-associated Kaposi’s sarcoma. Luu et al further expounded on this theory to incorporate the independent effect of HAART on reducing Kaposi’s sarcoma risk and concluded that the protective effect of cigarette smoking against Kaposi’s sarcoma risk is limited to those not receiving HAART. Furthermore, there is a higher incidence of other HIV-associated malignancies, including cancer of anus, cervix, lip, mouth, and pharynx, among smokers compared to non-smokers. This in turn may be explained by the higher viral load of the human papilloma virus strains responsible for these diseases (human papilloma virus types 16 and 18) that have been observed in HIV+ smokers.

Effect of smoking on non-AIDS related morbidity in PLWH
Comorbid mental health disorders and substance use
PLWH have higher rates of co-occurring mental health problems and alcohol and drug use than non-HIV infected individuals. In a study of 60 HIV+ smokers, Shuter et al found that 73.3% and 61.7% of the participants had depression or anxiety, respectively. Most participants reported that smoking was used as a way to cope with their depression or anxiety. Mdodo et al used the Medical Monitoring Project...
and the National Health Interview Survey to examine HIV and smoking in a nationally representative sample of US adults and found that HIV+ individuals were more likely to be depressed (N=31,948) and use alcohol and illicit drugs than HIV− individuals. In a study of 200 HIV+ military veterans (smoking N=103), Reisen et al\textsuperscript{29} found a significant connection between current smoking and depression and suggest that there is greater dependency on smoking among those who are depressed.

**Cognitive functioning**

In the general population, long-term cigarette dependence has been proven to be detrimental to global cognitive functioning, cognitive flexibility, and an increased likelihood of cognitive impairment.\textsuperscript{30} A similar association is present among the HIV+ population whereby current smoking status is associated with reduced learning memory and decreased cognition, particularly among HIV+ male smokers.\textsuperscript{30} However, the interaction between HIV exposure and cigarette smoking exposure upon cognition and the mechanism of action between these exposures and neurocognitive outcomes is unclear. One study of PLWH with alcohol dependence suggests that both direct cytotoxicity to neuronal and glial cells and indirect effects of chronic tobacco use on comorbidities such as obesity and insulin resistance, which are themselves positively associated with neurocognitive impairment, generated an additional encumbrance on the integrity of brain neurobiology and neurocognition.\textsuperscript{31} However, the sample upon which this theory is based is comprised of HIV+ smokers who were also alcohol-dependent, and did not account for smoking duration or intensity.\textsuperscript{31} Overall, more study is required to clarify the pathway between exposures – HIV, smoking, substance dependence – and neurocognitive outcomes and the interaction of different exposures.

**Pulmonary function and pulmonary diseases**

Within both the general and HIV+ population, cumulative cigarette exposure is associated with decreased lung function.\textsuperscript{32} Moreover, given that smoking prevalence among the HIV+ population is thrice that of the general population,\textsuperscript{31} it is not surprising that the incidence of lung function compromise is greater within the HIV population. What remains to be determined is whether smoking decreases lung function more in HIV+ subjects compared to HIV− smokers sampled from the general population. While few studies exist to fully answer this query, one cross-sectional study\textsuperscript{32} found that spirometry findings, specifically forced expiratory volumes, are comparable to those of the general HIV− smoking population. Furthermore, both HIV+ and HIV− smokers experience similar levels of decline in lung function and thus there is no surplus or accelerated decline in the lung function of HIV+ smokers compared with published reference ranges for the general population.\textsuperscript{32}

A cross-sectional study by Cui et al\textsuperscript{32} found that the odds of respiratory symptoms – cough, sputum production, and breathlessness – were higher in current smokers than non-smokers, while former smokers had equivalent odds of respiratory symptoms as non-smokers, which implies possible advantages in initiating cessation therapy for HIV+ smokers regardless of smoking duration or intensity. Nevertheless, prior or current smoking history in HIV-infected persons raises susceptibility to several lung diseases that occur concurrently or in sequence, including tuberculosis, recurrent bacterial pneumonia, COPD, and influenza.\textsuperscript{33} The particular convergence of these lung diseases exacerbates pulmonary function, respiratory symptoms, and the severity of respiratory diseases. For instance, smoking causes long-term damage to pulmonary structures compromising respiratory function, which in the context of HIV immunosuppression leads to an accelerated form of COPD.\textsuperscript{34} This obstruction of respiratory passages predisposes to influenza that in turn increases the risk of contracting recurrent bacterial pneumonias, which in the immunocompromised increases susceptibility to further bacterial colonization including the risk of tuberculosis, and increases the likelihood of developing lung cancer.

A review of the epidemiologic data indicates that, controlling for cigarette smoking, the prevalence of lung cancer is two to four times greater in the HIV+ population than in the general population.\textsuperscript{35} Lung cancer is the most frequent non-AIDs associated tumor in HIV+ patients, and overall the third most common malignancy, preceded only by Kaposi’s sarcoma and non-Hodgkin lymphoma.\textsuperscript{35} Perceptibly, lung cancer prevalence rates are only further compounded by the predominance of cigarette dependence within the HIV+ population and the success of antiretroviral therapy in prolonging life expectancies. Nonetheless, it has been observed that HIV+ patients who develop lung cancer are often severely immunosuppressed with very low CD4+ T cell counts, have a history of prior opportunistic lung disease, especially recurrent pneumonias, and clinical progression to AIDS.\textsuperscript{35} Notably, adenocarcinoma is the most frequent lung cancer histological cell type among HIV+ cohorts, which is dissimilar to the general population in which squamous cell carcinoma histological subtype is more predominant and adenocarcinoma accounts for 13% of cases.\textsuperscript{35}
Coronary heart disease
HIV infection and smoking are independent risk factors for coronary heart disease including acute myocardial infarction. The proposed pathogenesis involves a complex mechanism that entails inflammatory factors and immune dysfunction. Smoking cessation has been suggested as the single most important intervention to curb this risk.36

Health-related quality of life
With the classification of HIV changing from terminal to chronic, health-related quality of life (HRQOL) has become an interest to researchers.37 Unfortunately, relatively little is known about the effect of smoking on HRQOL among HIV+ persons. In a comprehensive literature review, Degroote et al18 identified 49 studies focusing on HIV+ HRQOL. They found no agreed-upon list of criteria for HRQOL and identified four categories: socio-demographic, clinical, psychological, and behavioral – which are relevant to smoking. In their review, the authors conclude that smoking has a negative influence on the quality of life of HIV+ adults. In fact, they found that smoking is harmfully linked with many of the factors discussed thus far. A 2011 report by Rahmanian et al19 cites two large studies that focused on HRQOL among HIV+ and HIV− adults. The first study by Turner et al19 (N=585) found decreased scores in perceptions of health, physical, and cognitive functioning, and physical pain among individuals with HIV. The second study by Crothers et al20 (N=1,773) was a veteran’s affairs study of 1,034 HIV+ and 739 HIV− adults. The researchers concluded the HRQOL for HIV+ adults is significantly lower than their HIV− counterparts. The authors also found that HIV+ adults were more likely to be current smokers, report injection drug use, and have a hepatitis C diagnosis.2

Mortality attributable to smoking among PLWH
Although HIV-infected individuals with access to HAART are living longer, cigarette smoking habits still contribute to excess morbidity and mortality within this population. A retrospective cohort study40 of HIV+ subjects found that compared to never smokers, current and past smokers with increased dose and or duration of smoking were at greater risk of all-cause mortality.2,40 However, all-cause mortality is halved in previous smokers compared to current smokers.9 Additionally, controlling for quality and access to health care and antiretroviral therapy, the data indicates that within HIV+ cohorts, the loss of life-years attributable to smoking is larger than that associated with HIV.9 The excess mortality of smokers is tripled and the population-attributable risk of death associated with smoking is double among HIV patients compared to matched population controls.9

Efficacy of smoking cessation in PLWH
Given the high prevalence and severe health consequences of smoking among HIV+ individuals, identifying smoking cessation interventions for this population with demonstrated efficacy is essential. In 2008, the US Public Health Service Guideline for Treating Tobacco Use and Dependence called for cessation treatment studies tailored to the complex needs of persons who are HIV+, recognizing that interventions tested in the general population may not be efficacious.8 Substantial evidence exists to support the efficacy of smoking cessation interventions among smokers in the general population.42,43 A burgeoning of smoking cessation studies with persons who are HIV+ have been published in the last decade, although research in this area is still in its infancy. Identifying the currently available research on cessation interventions for HIV+ individuals, as well as the gaps and effective strategies, is important to inform future research and policy efforts to advance the field. Building on previously published reviews,44-46 we synthesize existing research on smoking cessation intervention studies with HIV+ individuals.

Our literature search consisted of using the following databases and search engines: PubMed, PsychINFO, Cochrane Controlled Trials Register, Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, and Google Scholar. Search terms used included: smoking cessation, tobacco use cessation, nicotine replacement therapy, bupropion, varenicline, smok*, quit*, HIV*, HIV infection, and AIDS. We also performed a manual search of reference lists in selected articles. Our literature search yielded 17 smoking cessation studies among HIV+ persons. The studies represented seven randomized and ten non-randomized designs, and the majority of studies implemented interventions with counseling, motivational strategies, and self-help materials and referrals combined with pharmacological interventions such as nicotine replacement therapy (NRT). The non-pharmacological interventions were delivered by a range of health care professionals, including nurses, physicians, social workers, health educators and peers, and utilized a variety of modalities (for example, individual, group, phone, and Internet). In Table 1, we summarize the study designs and outcomes by type of intervention, including: behavioral interventions (N=2), pharmacotherapy interventions (N=1), and combined interventions (N=14). Although this review focuses on the primary outcomes
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author (N)</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Participant characteristics</th>
<th>Interventions</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Behavioral-only interventions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manuel et al, 2013</td>
<td>Randomized controlled trial</td>
<td>Hospital-based HIV primary care clinic, San Francisco, California</td>
<td>100% female, 13% Hispanic ethnicity, 46.7% Black, 30% White, and 23% other, mean age of 49 years, mean number cigarettes per day was 15.5 for intervention and 16.7 for comparison</td>
<td>Intervention: a single motivational interview (MI) session plus referral to NRT (n=15) Comparison: prescribed advice (PA) plus referral to NRT (n=15)</td>
<td>Biochemical verification abstinence: 1/15 (7%) MI participants vs no PA participants at 1-month follow-up (no significant differences). Self-reported 7-day-point prevalence (7D-PP) abstinence: 3/15 (20%) MI participants vs no PA participants at 1-month follow-up (no significant differences). Cigarettes per day: significantly fewer cigarettes per day in the MI condition, with an average of seven cigarettes among MI participants vs 15.79 cigarettes among PA participants. Other: no significant group differences in nicotine dependence, desire to quit, abstinence self-efficacy, and perceived difficulty of quitting. Self-reported abstinence: 75% (n=15) abstinent at 1 and 2 weeks post-quit date. Quit attempts: 100% of intervention participants made at least one quit attempt. Relapse: 7 participants relapsed, of whom 71% (n=5) made a second quit attempt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N=30</td>
<td>Follow-up: 1 month</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lazev et al, 2004</td>
<td>Non-experimental single group</td>
<td>Comprehensive HIV/AIDS outpatient clinic, Houston, Texas</td>
<td>80% male, 80% Black, mean age of 41 years, mean number of cigarettes smoked per day was 19.5</td>
<td>Six brief cell phone counseling sessions</td>
<td>Biochemical verification abstinence: 6/18 (33.3%) at 3 months and 5/18 (27.8%) at 6 months. Other: 1 individual discontinued cessation treatment due to intolerable side effects, including vomiting, headaches, and discomfort. Eighteen participants reported nausea, sleep disturbances and restlessness, but these did not disrupt treatment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N=19</td>
<td>Follow-up: 1 and 2 weeks post-quit date</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pharmacological-only interventions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tornero and Mafe, 2009</td>
<td>Non-experimental single group</td>
<td>HIV clinic in Gandia, Spain</td>
<td>HIV+ smokers currently on varenicline, 95% male</td>
<td>Participants prescribed varenicline for 2 months, after receiving free samples of varenicline in preceding 15 days</td>
<td>Biochemical verification abstinence: 6/18 (33.3%) at 3 months and 5/18 (27.8%) at 6 months. Other: 1 individual discontinued cessation treatment due to intolerable side effects, including vomiting, headaches, and discomfort. Eighteen participants reported nausea, sleep disturbances and restlessness, but these did not disrupt treatment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N=22</td>
<td>Follow-up: 3 and 6 months</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Combined interventions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ingersoll et al, 2009</td>
<td>Randomized controlled trial</td>
<td>Hospital-based Infectious Disease clinic, USA</td>
<td>55% male, 95% Black, 5% White, 43% had greater than a high school diploma, mean age of 42 years, 93% were employed; mean number cigarettes per day was 17.3. The mean carbon monoxide level expired by participant at baseline was 15.05 indicating current daily smoking</td>
<td>Intervention: MI plus nicotine patch. Throughout the interview participants received personalized feedback drawn from the baseline measures regarding the participant's current health status, consequences of smoking and readiness to change (n=22) Control: self-guided reading plus nicotine patch – participants received a reading packet developed by the National Cancer Institute which includes self-assessment of smoking habits and other tips. Minimal guidance and no feedback from counselor (n=18)</td>
<td>No significant group differences found in any outcomes. Biochemical verification of abstinence: change from baseline to follow-up not significant, with 1/40 (2.5%) at baseline and 9/40 (22.5%) at 3 months. Cigarettes per day: decreased from 17.3 at baseline to 6.2 at 3 months. Other: Fagerstrom scores suggested that nicotine dependence declined from 5.0 to 3.8, and percent of smoking days decreased from 39/40 (98%) at baseline to 23/40 (58%) at 3 months. Confidence to avoid smoking in positive effect situations was the only significant predictor of achieving smoking abstinence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N=40</td>
<td>Follow-up: 3 months</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
Table 1 (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author (N)</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Participant characteristics</th>
<th>Interventions</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd-Richardson et al,</td>
<td>Randomized controlled trial</td>
<td>Eight immunology clinics – six outpatient HIV clinics and two primary care medical offices in southeastern New England, USA</td>
<td>63.6% male, 18.56% Black, 51.80% White, 21% had greater than a high school diploma, mean age of 42.06 years, 21% were employed; mean number cigarettes per day was 18.27</td>
<td>Intervention: motivational enhancement (ME) – smoking materials were tailored to the needs of HIV individuals (e.g., emphasis on improved immune functioning, prevention of infection based upon feedback provided in qualitative interviews, and four 30-minute intervention sessions and quit-day counseling call and NRT patches (n=233)</td>
<td>Biochemical verification of 7D-PP abstinence: at 2, 4, and 6 months, 12%, 9%, and 9%, quit smoking in the ME condition, respectively, and 13%, 10% and 10% at 2, 4, and 6 months, respectively. Other: few African Americans were able to quit smoking, whereas Hispanic participants achieved abstinence at higher rates than all other racial/ethnic groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N=445</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Control: standard care (SC) – participants received two brief sessions, consisting largely of baseline assessments and assessment of quit plans; nicotine patches; and self-help materials. Participants came to the clinic biweekly to pick up additional patches, allowing the health educator to briefly reinforce quit efforts, check on patch side effects, and answer questions (n=212)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vidrine et al,</td>
<td>Randomized controlled trial</td>
<td>Comprehensive HIV/AIDS outpatient clinic, Texas</td>
<td>49% male, 85.8% Black, 11.0% White, 3.1% American Indians/Alaska Natives, mean age of 42.8 years, mean number cigarettes per day was 19.5 for intervention and 20.6 for comparison</td>
<td>Intervention: 8 brief cell phone intervention (CPI) sessions based on cognitive-behavioral techniques, access to hotline number for additional support, and recommended standard of care services (n=48)</td>
<td>Biochemical verification of abstinence: 14/73 (19.2%) in the PSF group and 7/72 (9.7%) in the SC group at 6 months from the intent-to-treat analysis. In the complete case analysis, assignment to PSF was associated with an increase odd of quitting (OR = 3.55, 95% confidence interval 1.04–12.0). Other: a significant decrease in daily cigarette smoking was observed among subjects in the PSF condition. PSF participants attended an average of four sessions, and a higher rate of quitting was observed in PSF group with ≥ 7 sessions. African American PLWHA smokers were significantly less likely to achieve abstinence, whereas Latino participants and those who scored lower on the loneliness scale were more likely to achieve abstinence. Biochemical verification of 24-hour abstinence: 14/38 (36.8%) in the CPI group compared to 4/39 (10.3%) in the UC group at 3 months; group differences significant Biochemical verification of 7D-PP abstinence: 8/38 (21.1%) in the CPI group compared to 3/39 (7.7%) in the UC group; group differences not significant Other: 37/38 (97.4%) in the CPI group attempted to quit compared to 29/39 (74.4%) in the UC group; CPI participants had longer period of abstinence than UC group (30.8 days vs 12.3 days, respectively).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N=95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Comparison: recommended standard of care, which involved a single session with physician advice, assistance in setting quit date, 10-week supply of NRT, and self-help resources (n=47)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moadel et al, 2012th N=145    Randomized controlled trial HIV care center in the Bronx, New York 77.9% male, 71.6% Black, 18.9% White, 8.4% Hispanic, mean age of 49.2 years for intervention and 47.9 years for comparison, mean number cigarettes per day was 12.8 for intervention and 11.1 for comparison | Intervention: positively smoke free (PSF) – an intensive group-therapy intervention targeting HIV-infected smokers. PSF is an 8-session intervention modeled on the program described in the Tobacco Dependence Treatment Handbook and based on the Social Cognitive Theory Principles and 3-month supply of NRT (n=73) | Biochemical verification of abstinence: 7/72 (9.7%) in the SC group at 6 months from the intent-to-treat analysis. In the complete case analysis, assignment to PSF was associated with an increase odd of quitting (OR = 3.55, 95% confidence interval 1.04–12.0). Other: a significant decrease in daily cigarette smoking was observed among subjects in the PSF condition. PSF participants attended an average of four sessions, and a higher rate of quitting was observed in PSF group with ≥ 7 sessions. African American PLWHA smokers were significantly less likely to achieve abstinence, whereas Latino participants and those who scored lower on the loneliness scale were more likely to achieve abstinence. Biochemical verification of 24-hour abstinence: 14/38 (36.8%) in the CPI group compared to 4/39 (10.3%) in the UC group at 3 months; group differences significant Biochemical verification of 7D-PP abstinence: 8/38 (21.1%) in the CPI group compared to 3/39 (7.7%) in the UC group; group differences not significant Other: 37/38 (97.4%) in the CPI group attempted to quit compared to 29/39 (74.4%) in the UC group; CPI participants had longer period of abstinence than UC group (30.8 days vs 12.3 days, respectively). |
<p>|                             |                             |                                                                        |                                                                                             | Control: standard care (SC) – participants received two brief sessions, consisting largely of baseline assessments and assessment of quit plans; nicotine patches; and self-help materials. Participants came to the clinic biweekly to pick up additional patches, allowing the health educator to briefly reinforce quit efforts, check on patch side effects, and answer questions (n=212)                                                                 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Site/Setting</th>
<th>Sample Characteristics</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Follow-up</th>
<th>Other Findings/Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vidrine et al,</td>
<td>Randomized controlled</td>
<td>Comprehensive HIV/AIDS outpatient clinic, Houston, Texas</td>
<td>70% male, 76.6% Black, mean age of 44.8 years, mean number cigarettes per day was 18.6 for intervention and 19.7 for comparison</td>
<td>Intervention: 11 brief CPI sessions based on cognitive-behavioral techniques, access to hotline number for additional support, and usual care (UC) services (n=236)</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>Self-reported 24-hour abstinence: 14/38 (36.8%) in the CPI group compared to 4/39 (10.3%) in the UC group at 3 months. Other: at 3 months, CPI participants had longer period of abstinence than UC group (14.7 days vs 6.6 days, respectively); no significant group differences in quit attempts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>trial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Comparison: UC, which involved a single session with physician advice, assistance in setting quit date, information on NRT, and self-help resources (n=238)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N=474</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humfleet et al,</td>
<td>Randomized controlled</td>
<td>Three clinics serving HIV+ individuals in San Francisco, California</td>
<td>81.7% male, 26.6% Black, 52.7% White, 20.6% had less than a high school diploma, mean age of 45 years, 14% were employed; mean number cigarettes per day was 19.8</td>
<td>Interventions: 6 individual counseling sessions based on cognitive-behavioral principles plus NRT (n=69)</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>Biochemical verification of abstinence: 25.6% in the computer-based Internet group vs 20.4% in the individual counseling group vs 19.7% in the self-help group; no significant group differences were observed at any time point. Cigarettes per day: the number of cigarettes used in the last 24 hours and 7-day period among participants in both conditions significantly declined over time (P&lt;0.001); no significant group differences were observed. Other: participants with higher levels of active coping, a positive outlook regarding HIV, and employment were significantly more likely to quit smoking. Perceived health control did not significantly predict smoking status.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>trial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Computer-based Internet smoking treatment, a web version of the IC sessions, plus NRT (n=58)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N=209</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Self-help plus NRT (n=82)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferketich et al,</td>
<td>Non-randomized</td>
<td>One site of the Lung HIV study</td>
<td>84.6% male in NRT and 85.6% in varenicline, 50% White in NRT and 60.7% in varenicline, 60% had greater than a high school diploma, mean age of 42.7 years in NRT and 42.8 years in varenicline, 14.5% were employed in NRT and 39.0 were employed in varenicline</td>
<td>12 weeks of pharmacotherapy (either NRT or varenicline) and telephone counseling provided by an advanced practice nurse</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>Other: the most frequently reported adverse effects (AEs) that were similar for both NRT and varenicline were nausea, sleep-related problems, and abnormal dreams. Approximately 14% of participants taking varenicline had to stop taking the agent or switch to NRT due to AEs, whereas less than 2% of subjects on NRT stopped the drug for the same reason. No adverse events were serious.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>comparison control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pharmacotherapy included NRT (n=110) or varenicline (n=118)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N=228</td>
<td>design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Behavioral intervention consisted of one face-to-face session, followed by 11 weekly telephone sessions for all participants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author (N)</td>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Setting</td>
<td>Participant characteristics</td>
<td>Interventions</td>
<td>Outcomes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elzi et al. 20067, N=417</td>
<td>Non-randomized comparison</td>
<td>Swiss University Hospital infectious disease outpatient clinics, hospitals, and private physicians caring for HIV+ patients</td>
<td>82% were male, the median age was 43 years, mean number cigarettes per day was 28 for intervention and 21 for comparison</td>
<td>Intervention: weekly nurse-delivered smoking cessation counseling sessions based on a cognitive-behavioral approach and NRT (smoking cessation program [SCP]; n=34)</td>
<td>Self-reported abstinence: 13/34 (38%) for intervention group compared to 27/283 (7%) among controls at 12 months. Relapse: at 6 months, one intervention participant relapsed. Other: at follow-up, six participants experienced a myocardial infarction, specifically 2 out of 34 SCP participants vs 4 out of 383 controls. Percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty was performed on 2 SCP and 3 control participants, but no one required coronary artery bypass graft surgery. One patient died of existing lung cancer in the SCP group. Three patients in the control group developed lung cancer. Due to small sample size, no meaningful conclusions could be drawn regarding the overall impact of smoking cessation on cardiovascular outcomes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wewers et al. 20007, N=15</td>
<td>Non-randomized comparison</td>
<td>Infectious disease clinic at Ohio State University, Ohio</td>
<td>All male, mean age of 42 years; mean number cigarettes per day was 27 in the intervention group and 28 in the control group</td>
<td>Intervention: nurse-managed peer-led intervention – 21 mg NRT for 6 weeks, weekly face-to-face or telephone counseling and skills training (n=8)</td>
<td>Biochemical verification of abstinence: 7D-PP abstinence: 5/8 (62.5%) in the intervention, and 0% in the control group at 8 weeks; identical abstinence rates were observed at 8 months.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuster et al. 20097, N=33</td>
<td>Non-experimental, single group</td>
<td>Outpatient clinic at Hospital Clinico San Carlos, Madrid, Spain</td>
<td>79.9% male, mean age of 44.9 years, 21% were employed; mean number of cigarettes per day was 20</td>
<td>The SCP included three phases: 1) an assessment of participants’ motivational level, nicotine dependence, and cardiovascular risk; 2) assessment and use of pharmacological treatment, including bupropion, varenicline, and/or NRT; and 3) six 1-hour medical and psychological visits over a 2-month period</td>
<td>Biochemical verification of abstinence: 13/33 (39.4%) at 3 months, 10/33 (30.3%) at 6 months, and 8/32 (25%) at 12 months. Other: at the 12-month follow-up, participants who quit smoking were more motivated. Both participants who stopped smoking and those who continued smoking had significant reductions in their risk of cardiovascular disease. Outcomes not significant were: diastolic blood pressure, cholesterol, triglycerides, glucose, and body mass index.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>Interventions</td>
<td>Outcomes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Cui et al, 2012<sup>26</sup>  
N=36 | Non-experimental, single group design  
Follow-up: 9, 12, and 24 weeks | HIV clinics in Hamilton and Windsor, Ontario, Canada | All but one were male, 33 (92%) were White, mean age of 46 years, mean number of cigarettes per day was 19 | Varenicline 1.0 mg was used twice daily for 12 weeks with dose titration in the 1st week, educational materials, and brief counseling | Biochemical verification of abstinence: 15/36 (42%) through week 12, and 10/36 (28%) at 24 weeks; 17/36 (47%) never quit. Self-reported 7D-PP abstinence: 18/36 (50%) at week 12, and 15/36 (42%) at week 24. Cigarettes per day: average decrease of 11, 7, and 5 at 4, 12, and 24 weeks, respectively. Other: eight (22%) participants had elevated diastolic blood pressure resulting in hypertension. Six (17%) subjects discontinued varenicline due to AEs, including nausea, anger, and insomnia. Overall, subjects gained a significant amount of weight over the course of the study. Varenicline side effects were common but generally tolerable, and there were no AEs in HIV control group. There were small but statistically significant changes in diastolic blood pressure, which were not due to weight change. Significant improvement was found in CD4 T-lymphocyte counts by 24-week follow-up. |
| Chew et al, 2014<sup>77</sup>  
N=123 | Non-experimental, single group design  
Follow-up: 6 months | HIV Care Clinic, New Jersey | 52.8% male, 85.4% Black, mean age of 50 years, mean number of cigarettes per day was 11. | At least one face-to-face counseling session and pharmacotherapy (96% NRT, 5% varenicline, 16% bupropion, and 54% combination treatment) | Self-reported 7D-PP abstinence: 20/123 (16%) at 6 months. Other: participants with a history of illicit cocaine or heroin use were significantly less likely to be abstinent than those without a history of drug use. Participants in the preparation stage of change were significantly more likely to be abstinent than those in pre-contemplation and contemplation stages. |
| Cummins et al, 2005<sup>78</sup>  
N=27 | Non-experimental, single group design  
Follow-up: 5 months | Hospital Immunology Clinic, Australia | 98% male, ages range from 20 to over 60 years, half of participants smoked 11 to 20 cigarettes per day and a third smoked more than 21 cigarettes per day | A motivational counseling session, Quit Kit, and NRT for 8–12 weeks | Self-reported abstinence: 12/27 (44%) following NRT completion, and 6/27 (22%) at 5 months. Other: participants who stopped smoking had higher scores for readiness and desire and were confident in their ability to stop smoking. Nineteen participants were prescribed HAART, of which seven had a protease inhibitor as part of their treatment. Individuals with a protease inhibitor had elevated cholesterol and triglyceride levels. |
**Table 1 (Continued)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author (N)</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Participant characteristics</th>
<th>Interventions</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Matthews et al.   | Non-experimental, single    | Community-based health center, Chicago, Illinois | All African American, MSM HIV+ smokers with a mean education years 12.8, mean age of 45.7 years, 78% were employed; mean number cigarettes per day were 8.5 | 6-session group-based treatment that incorporated ME, relaxation techniques, and cognitive-behavioral skills training combined with nicotine patch | Biochemical verification of 7D-PP abstinence: 3/23 (16.1%) at 1 month, and 1/27 (6.4%) at 3 months.  
Cigarettes per day: reduced from an average of 8.7 per day at baseline to 2.1 at 1 month and then increased to 3.5 at 3 months.  
Other: 80% of the participants made a quit attempt during the study. At 1 month follow-up, participants' readiness to quit scores improved and there were significant reductions in urges, nicotine dependency scores, withdrawal symptoms, and depression scores.  
Improvements were sustained for urges and depression scores at 3 months. Quit rates were somewhat higher for those who attended three or more sessions.  
Program acceptability was high however adherence to patch was 39%.  |

**Abbreviations:** PLWH, persons living with HIV; OR, odds ratio; NRT, nicotine replacement therapy; HAART, highly active anti-retroviral therapy; MSM, men who have sex with men.

---

**Pharmacotherapy interventions**

According to the 2008 US Public Health Service Guidelines, HIV+ smokers may use any of the available medication to help quit smoking, including nicotine replacement therapy, varenicline, or bupropion.

---

**Behavioral interventions**

Behavioral smoking cessation interventions generally involve a range of individual, group, online quit programs, telephone counseling, or a combination of these approaches. The US Public Health Service Guideline suggests that health care providers use the five A's model of treating tobacco use and dependence:

- Ask about smoking cessation
- Advise to quit smoking
- Assess willingness to quit
- Assist with quitting
- Arrange follow-up

In a single group design study, 9 of 20 HIV+ smokers achieved abstinence at follow-up, only one participant reported abstinence biochemically verified. Despite this limitation, there were significant reductions in urges, nicotine dependency scores, withdrawal symptoms, and depression scores. Improvements were sustained for urges and depression scores at 3 months. Quit rates were somewhat higher for those who attended three or more sessions. Program acceptability was high but adherence to patch was 39%.

---

**Additional outcomes** are also presented in Table 1.
pharmacotherapeutic agents for smoking cessation.\textsuperscript{41} With the exception of one non-randomized study,\textsuperscript{31} the majority of pharmacotherapy interventions implemented with HIV+ smokers have been combined primarily with behavioral or motivational strategies. In the following discussion, we provide a brief overview of available pharmacotherapies for smoking cessation.

NRT works by substituting the nicotine delivered by smoking cigarettes. The various forms of NRT include patches, gum, sublingual tablet or lozenge, and nasal spray or inhaler. No commercially available form of NRT has been shown to be superior to the other, though all forms have been found to be more effective than placebo, with smoking cessation rates increasing by up to 50\% to 70\% among the general population.\textsuperscript{52} Moreover, combination NRT is more effective than single-agent NRT; two clinical trials that investigated the combined use of nicotine patch and inhaler for smoking cessation reported higher success rates with dual agent therapy compared to using either form of NRT.\textsuperscript{53,54}

Nicotine electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) have gained popularity as they substitute nicotine delivery and ease tobacco withdrawal. Moreover, by direct inhalation, e-cigarettes facilitate nicotine delivery to the lung, and hence the bloodstream. Thus, potentially, they are at least as effective as NRT in aiding smoking cessation.\textsuperscript{55} A recently published randomized controlled trial confirmed this hypothesis by finding non-inferiority between e-cigarettes and nicotine patches based on statistically nonsignificant differences in smoking abstinence rates between the two agents.\textsuperscript{56} Even so, quality control issues have been raised about e-cigarettes with regard to variation in smoking characteristics, such as vacuum generation and aerosol density, both between and within brands.\textsuperscript{37} Concern has also been raised about the potentially toxic substances that constitute the vapor from e-cigarettes, although these substances are present in trace amounts and have been deemed an unlikely health hazard.\textsuperscript{38,59} Even so, these safety issues serve as a potential barrier to smoking cessation.

Bupropion and varenicline are the two non-nicotine smoking cessation products approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Bupropion sustained release is an aminoketone antidepressant that works by inhibiting dopamine and norepinephrine neuronal uptake as well as blocking nicotinic acetylcholine receptors, thereby attenuating the rewarding effects of nicotine.\textsuperscript{60} Bupropion can also potentiate serotonin levels. Thus, in theory, its co-administration with serotonergic agents such as monoamine oxidase inhibitors may in turn give rise to serotonin syndrome, a life-threatening adverse effect that comprises altered mentation, neuromuscular dysfunction such as hypotonicity or clonus, and autonomic dysregulation such as hyperpyrexia or shivering. In this regard, HAART, specifically protease inhibitors and non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors, can inhibit cytochrome P450 enzymes and therefore have the potential to cause serotonin syndrome if combined with the above serotonergic antidepressants.\textsuperscript{60} Other antidepressants with off-label indications for smoking cessation therapy include nortriptyline and venlafaxine, which also inhibit neuronal neurotransmitter reuptake.

Varenicline is a partial nicotinic acetylcholine receptor agonist approved by the FDA for smoking cessation. As an agonist, it attenuates nicotine withdrawal while its antagonistic effect serves to block the nicotinic reinforcing effect, thereby diminishing craving. Multiple randomized controlled trials have reported statistically significant superior efficacy of varenicline in smoking cessation compared to bupropion sustained release, placebo, and transdermal nicotinic transdermal therapy.\textsuperscript{61-63} Among HIV+ smokers, a non-experimental pilot study with 18 participants who were receiving antiretroviral therapy in addition to varenicline for 2 months revealed abstinence after 3 months among six participants (33.3\%) and after 6 months among five participants (27.8\%).\textsuperscript{51} Side effects included nausea (n=5) and restlessness and sleep disturbances (n=6), but the side effects did not affect participants’ continuation of treatment. The main reason for discontinuation was due to financial hardship.

Notably, the FDA has issued a black box warning for both varenicline and bupropion on serious neuropsychiatric events, including suicidal ideation and depression. In a review article, Kwong and Bouchard-Miller\textsuperscript{67} postulated the exacerbation of these neuropsychiatric symptoms among HIV+ patients taking efavirenz in combination with varenicline or bupropion. A cohort study comprising more than 80,000 patients receiving smoking cessation therapy that compared efavirenz behavior among those taking NRT vs varenicline or bupropion concluded that there was no evidence to suggest varenicline increases the risk of suicide or suicidal behavior.\textsuperscript{64} Ferketch et al\textsuperscript{65} reported similar findings in the largest study to date on the safety profile and effectiveness of varenicline among HIV+ positive smokers. This study is described in more detail under Combined Interventions.

In addition, a recent meta-analysis has raised concern about the potential adverse cardiovascular events associated with varenicline among tobacco users, for example sudden death, congestive heart failure, and arrhythmias.\textsuperscript{66} This suggestion raises even greater concern for HIV+ smokers,
for whom HIV infection and smoking are independently associated risk factors for cardiovascular disease.\textsuperscript{24,67} The CANQUIT clinical trial is ongoing to further examine the efficacy and side effect profile of varenicline compared to NRT among HIV+ smokers (NCT01800019).

**Combined interventions**

The majority of smoking cessation studies with PLWH to date have utilized interventions that have combined pharmacotherapy treatments with a range of counseling or motivational approaches (via individual, group, phone, Internet methods) and self-help resources. Of the 14 combined interventions, six were randomized controlled trials, three were non-randomized comparison control design studies, and six were non-experimental single group design studies.

In a randomized controlled trial, Ingersoll et al\textsuperscript{68} examined a combined motivational plus pharmacological intervention among HIV+ smokers. Groups did not differ significantly at 3 months on biochemically-verified abstinence. However, the sample reduced cigarettes per day by half a pack and the percent of smoking days by 41%, and 22% were abstinent at 3-month follow-up. The authors reported that NRT compliance among HIV+ smokers was a major barrier to successful smoking cessation, and highlighted the importance of implementing strategies to enhance NRT adherence, such as self-guided reading material and booster sessions.

Another randomized study compared smoking cessation rates among HIV+ smokers who received NRT in combination with either standard care (SC) or motivationally enhanced counseling.\textsuperscript{8} The results indicated that the more resource-intensive motivationally enhanced treatment had no additional benefit in smoking cessation rates compared with standard therapy when either was combined with NRT; abstinence rates at 2-month, 4-month and 6-month intervals were 12%, 9%, and 9% respectively in the motivationally enhanced group vs 13%, 10%, and 10% respectively in the SC group. The authors deduced that nicotine patch adherence was enhanced in the SC group by brief bi-weekly “patch pick-up” sessions, during which NRT was supplied while health educators enquired about NRT side effects and responded to questions. Overall, these findings suggest that even brief smoking cessation advice by health care providers may be sufficient to aid quit efforts among HIV+ smokers. Interestingly, in the two studies described above, NRT plus motivational counseling sessions was no more effective than NRT plus brief meetings with a health educator and receipt of self-help quitting materials or NRT plus receipt of self-guided reading about how to quit smoking.\textsuperscript{8,68}

Moadel et al\textsuperscript{69} reported findings from 145 HIV+ smokers who were randomly assigned to a positively smoking free (PSF) group (n=73) vs SC (n=72). At follow-up, an intent-to-treat analysis showed higher abstinence rates among the PSF group (19.2%) compared to the control group (9.7%), but the difference was not significant. The complete case, as-treated analysis showed that PSF participants were significantly more likely to quit smoking than control participants.

A significant decrease in daily smoking was observed in PSF participants, with higher quit rates among those who attended seven or more sessions. Participants who self-identified as Latino ethnicity and those with lower loneliness scores were significantly associated with greater abstinence. African American HIV+ participants were less likely to achieve abstinence, suggesting the need for adapted or more tailored treatment strategies for this population.

A randomized trial involving NRT included 95 HIV+ current smokers from a large, inner city HIV/AIDS care center and compared smoking cessation treatment outcomes between SC vs proactive cell phone counseling.\textsuperscript{70} These results illustrated significantly higher abstinence rates with cell phone-delivered counseling compared with usual care. Smoking cessation treatment tailored to the special needs of individuals living with HIV/AIDS, such as counseling delivered by cell phone, can significantly increase smoking abstinence rates over that achieved by usual care. In a subsequent study, Vidrine et al\textsuperscript{71} randomized 474 HIV+ smokers to SC services or a brief cell phone intervention plus usual care. The cell phone intervention group was significantly more likely to achieve point prevalence abstinence at 3 months, but this effect was no longer significant at 6 and 12 months post-intervention. The authors note that they found higher quit rates in the earlier study\textsuperscript{70} compared to the subsequent study.\textsuperscript{71} They attribute the difference to the use of NRT. Due to new clinic rules, participants in the subsequent study were required to make additional clinic visits and attend an information session prior to the distribution of NRT prescriptions. Participants in the earlier study had no such requirements before filling their NRT prescription. These requirements may have served as additional barriers to using NRT.

There is growing support for Internet-based smoking cessation interventions given the low cost in delivering treatment to a potentially large number of people. The majority of research on Internet-based approaches has been conducted with general population smokers with mixed results.\textsuperscript{42} Less is known about the efficacy of Internet-based cessation approaches among HIV+ smokers. Our literature review produced only one study that included an Internet-based
cessation intervention combined with NRT. Humfleet et al\textsuperscript{22} compared the efficacy of three smoking cessation interventions provided in HIV clinical treatment settings composed of predominantly male, ethnically/rationally diverse, and of low socioeconomic status sample. HIV+ smokers were randomly assigned to one of three conditions in a parallel group design. The study’s long-term primary outcomes did not differ significantly between the treatment conditions. However, the number of cigarettes that participants reported smoking in the 24 hours prior to each assessment significantly declined over time. The treatment conditions did not differ in this decline and a similar effect was found when participants were asked about the number of cigarettes in the prior week. The lack of intervention differences were surprising and may be associated with the relatively high quit rates reported by participants in the self-help condition.

Ferketich et al\textsuperscript{65} conducted a quasi-experimental design study of 228 HIV+ smokers in a 12-week regimen of telephone counseling coupled with either varenicline or NRT, followed by biochemical confirmation of smoking abstinence at 3 months. More than two-thirds of the patients in both arms were on HAART, and all participants were preferentially assigned to the varenicline arm unless they were unable or unwilling. The most frequently reported adverse effects in the varenicline arm were nausea, abnormal dreams, and sleep disturbance. Overall, there were no statistically significant differences in the incidence of adverse effects, including mood disorders and suicidal ideation, between participants taking HAART and those who were not taking it. Furthermore, successful smoking abstinence rates were higher in the varenicline group compared to NRT.

Elzi et al\textsuperscript{71} conducted a secondary analysis of the Swiss HIV Cohort Study, a collaboration of all Swiss University Hospital’s infectious disease outpatient clinics, two large cantonal hospitals, smaller hospitals, and physicians caring for HIV+ patients. Data were analyzed on 417 HIV+ individuals participating in face-to-face counseling and NRT delivered by two nurses trained for smoking cessation counseling. After quitting, relapse was prevented by anticipating tempting situations and rehearsing coping strategies. Study results suggested a significantly higher rate of smoking abstinence at 12 months in comparison with observational control individuals.

Using a quasi-experimental design, Wewers et al\textsuperscript{74} examined the effectiveness of an 8-week, nurse-managed, HIV+ peer-led smoking cessation intervention among HIV+ smokers. At the end of the treatment, 62.5% of intervention group participants were abstinent from smoking compared with none in the control group. Eight-month abstinence rates were 50% in the intervention group compared with 0% in the control group. The nurse-managed and peer-led approach to the intervention was well-received by program participants.

Fuster et al\textsuperscript{75} recruited 368 HIV+ individuals, of whom 63% (n=234) were active smokers, to participate in a smoking cessation program (SCP) in a hospital outpatient clinic in Madrid, Spain. Of the HIV+ smokers, 33 participated in the program and were followed for 12 months. Approximately 90% of program participants used pharmacological treatment: 42.4% bupropion, 24.2% NRT, and 24.2% varenicline. At the 3-month follow-up, approximately 39% of participants had quit smoking. This rate declined over time to 25% at 12 months. Participants’ level of motivation was associated with ceasing smoking.

In a Canadian multicenter open-label pilot study at two regional HIV clinics each subject was offered a package of educational materials and individual face-to-face counseling delivered by a physician or a trained counselor in addition to varenicline.\textsuperscript{76} The study concluded that varenicline appears to be a safe and effective adjunct for smoking cessation among HIV+ patients, together with appropriate counseling.

Chew et al\textsuperscript{77} reported the results from a prospective cohort study of HIV+ smokers in an SCP in an infectious disease practice with a case-control analysis comparing SCP participants with non-SCP participants. Mean 6-month abstinence rate amongst SCP participants was 16%. A history of cocaine or heroin use was predictive of continued smoking, while smokers in the preparation stage of change were more likely abstinent at 6 months.

Cummins et al\textsuperscript{78} followed 27 HIV+ smokers for 5 months during their participation in an SCP at a hospital immunology clinic in Australia. At the end of the intervention, 44% of participants ceased smoking and 18% reduced their nicotine intake. Half of the participants who had ceased started smoking again after 5 months. The results suggested a significant reduction in cardiovascular risk among participants who had stopped smoking at 12 months (n=8).

Matthews et al\textsuperscript{79} examined the feasibility, acceptability, and outcomes of a culturally tailored smoking cessation intervention for HIV+ African American male smokers recruited from a community-based health center serving primarily lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender patients. Eligible smokers were enrolled in a seven-session group-based intervention combined with NRT. Quit rates in the intent-to-treat sample were 16% at 1 month and 6% at 3 months. Among participants completing three or more
sessions, quit rates were somewhat higher (24% at 1 month and 10% at 3 months). Among those participants who did not completely quit smoking, significant reductions in smoking were observed, with fewer daily cigarettes at 1 and 3 months, as compared with baseline. Strengths of the study include systematic development and evaluation of a new treatment manual targeted to an underserved and medically compromised and minority subgroup, obtaining high study completion and retention rates, use of NRT, and the biochemical verification of quit status.

Barriers to implementing smoking cessation interventions

A number of individual and provider level factors exist that often serve as barriers to implementing smoking cessation interventions and therefore minimize their impact on smoking behavior and other related outcomes. At the individual level, co-occurring mental health needs and alcohol and drug abuse are associated with low success rates in smoking cessation.39 For example, HIV+ smokers have reported more symptoms of depression and greater alcohol and drug use than HIV+ non-smokers.80 Depression, in particular, is strongly associated with higher nicotine dependence and reduced readiness to stop smoking.18 Reisen et al29 found that 66% of HIV+ smokers reported drinking compared to 56.7% HIV+ non-smokers. Drug use prevalence for HIV+ smokers and non-smokers were 36.89% and 22.68%, respectively. In the studies reviewed above, limited attention was given to participants’ co-occurring mental health and substance use, despite a significant level of need in the samples. Humfleet et al found a significant relationship between lower mood disturbances and smoking cessation.72 In their observational study, Matthews et al79 found a significant decline in depression scores over time following a cognitive-behavioral and motivational enhancement group-based intervention.

In addition, poor adherence to smoking cessation treatments also significantly reduces their impact.81,82 In the studies reviewed above, adherence to the behavioral intervention or medication was a common problem. Adherence was particularly problematic for those taking pharmacotherapy. Studies reported medication non-adherence rates ranging from 28% to 83%.84,65,66,76,77,79 Many HIV+ individuals are taking multiple medications, managing different medication schedules, and dealing with a range of side effects, which often makes adherence difficult. Issues such as mental health, drug abuse, and life stressors are also associated with poor medication adherence among PLWH83,84 and are likely to impact success rates of smoking cessation interventions.

At the provider level, smoking cessation interventions are not routinely integrated into health care settings. Several factors contribute to the lack of attention to smoking cessation among providers. First, health care providers may not feel they can adequately address smoking cessation because of limited familiarity or training in smoking cessation, time constraints during patient visits, or uncertainty in how to manage multiple health problems including smoking. In addition, many PLWH are socioeconomically disadvantaged and may not have the financial resources or insurance to pay for smoking cessation treatment.85,86 Other barriers, such as lack of transportation, affect access to smoking cessation interventions.80 Increasingly, interventions have tried to address some of these barriers by using cell phone technology50,65,70,71,74 or web-based applications.72 Race may also play a role in accessing smoking cessation treatment. For example, African American smokers have less access to medical care, are less likely to be assessed for and advised on smoking, and have worse treatment outcomes compared to non-minority populations.65,66 In the studies reviewed above, limited attention was given to race/ethnicity and cultural factors. Two studies found poorer smoking outcomes among African American HIV+ smokers.50,69 Only one study in this review adapted an existing smoking cessation intervention for African American, MSM individuals who were HIV+, and the findings showed improved smoking cessation outcomes in this vulnerable population.79

Discussion

Analysis of findings

In the US, the prevalence of smoking among PLWH is roughly thrice that of the general population. From our review, explanations provided to account for this particularly high prevalence rate within the HIV+ population include economic and social marginalization, depression and other mental health comorbidities, a higher incidence of concurrent substance abuse, decreased levels of HRQOL, and a social support network comprised of other smokers.

While the immunological evidence of smoking in the context of HIV infection is both scant and in its nascent stage, the evidence thus far is consistent in associating smoking with further immunosuppression and thus increased susceptibility to opportunistic infections. The point of contention within the literature is whether the resultant cumulative immunosuppression leads to accelerated HIV disease progression and/or whether smoking dose or duration is associated with increased susceptibility to HIV acquisition.

With regard to morbidity and mortality rates among PLWH, the most noteworthy finding was the larger loss of
life-years associated with smoking than that associated with HIV. That all-cause mortality was halved among those who had quit smoking underscores the importance of prioritizing smoking cessation counseling, as current data indicate that smoking may impact life expectancy considerably more than the HIV infection itself. Yet it can be argued that the success of antiretroviral therapy in extending life expectancy may paradoxically be the underlying cause for the observed trend of long-term tobacco-related sequelae such as chronic lung diseases, and higher non-AIDS mortality rates which are more likely to emerge with prolonged survival. In support of this line of reasoning, the literature reviewed suggests that cigarette smoking effects on all-cause mortality have only recently been observed in studies conducted after the introduction of HAART.

Our review revealed 17 smoking cessation studies with PLWH, of which only seven used randomized designs. Federal guidelines stipulate that PLWH may utilize all FDA-approved medication for smoking cessation. Yet the potential adverse effects of these agents, particularly drug interactions with HAART, have raised interest in their safety profile. Subsequent studies have allayed this issue by demonstrating no statistically significant increase in the incidence of such side effects among HIV+ patients, as is the case for instance with varenicline and neuropsychiatric manifestations. Behavioral techniques that have been studied are centered upon cognitive learning and motivational counseling delivered by a multidisciplinary team using a variety of media including printed literature, online programs, and telephone correspondence. Overall, proactive counseling, defined as more intensive and motivational, is evidently more effective than SC, which solely consists of brief quit advice. In the current review, the strongest evidence supporting the efficacy of smoking cessation among PLWH came from studies that combined behavioral methods with pharmacotherapy. This review found that 14 of the 17 studies used combined interventions, including six randomized controlled studies. A number of limitations and strengths of the reviewed studies are described below, followed by a discussion on recommendations for future research.

Limitations and strengths of reviewed studies

In this review, all of the randomized controlled studies were conducted in the US and male PLWH made up 70% to 100% of the sample populations across the majority of reviewed studies, which limits the generalizability of the studies’ findings. Manuel et al49 conducted the only known intervention study tailored to the unique needs of women and found no significant differences between groups on the primary outcome of self-reported 7-day-point prevalence abstinence. However, the study did find significant group differences in favor of the intervention on reducing the average number of cigarettes smoked per day. These mixed results were attributed in part to the small sample size.

Although sample populations were relatively diverse with respect to race and ethnicity, there were few studies that examined racial/ethnic differences in outcomes. Two studies that examined such differences found that African Americans fared more poorly in smoking cessation outcomes compared to other racial and ethnic groups, suggesting that African American HIV+ smokers may have unique needs that are not being addressed by mainstream smoking cessation interventions.8,65 Based on our review, Matthews et al have conducted the only known pilot study testing the feasibility of a culturally-adapted smoking cessation intervention for African American MSM PLWH and found promising results,79 although a larger trial using a randomized controlled design is warranted to further test the tailored intervention.

This review found a number of barriers, including comorbid mental health needs, alcohol and illicit drug use, financial costs of treatment, lack of adherence to treatment, and lack of transportation, which likely reduced the effectiveness of smoking cessation interventions. Few studies addressed these barriers directly as part of the intervention, highlighting the need for more intense approaches that target these risk factors. Matthews et al found improved depression outcomes during the course of treatment and maintained over the 3-month follow-up. The curriculum used in this study was based on an existing evidence-based intervention that included cognitive-behavioral strategies specifically tailored to the needs of African American, MSM HIV+ smokers. Further study is needed to test the clinical efficacy of the tailored intervention and specific mechanisms by which the intervention is effective. In addition, several studies used phone or Internet-based interventions which can help overcome many barriers to accessing and using traditional interventions, such as lack of transportation, job restrictions, physical disabilities, time, and lack of child care.

Finally, this review highlights the variation of study designs and follow-up intervals, variation in measurement and reporting outcomes, and a lack of information on how the interventions have been tailored to the unique needs of PLWH. In addition, the results across the smoking cessation studies yielded high relapse rates over time. Smokers are most vulnerable to relapse immediately following a quit attempt,
yet many interventions are not designed to address relapse prevention or do not address it effectively.\textsuperscript{45}

Despite these limitations, there were several strengths in the reviewed studies. First, six of the 17 studies used a randomized controlled design. Fourteen studies used strategies that combined pharmacological and behavioral interventions. Twelve studies used biochemical assessments of their smoking outcomes to increase the validity of findings. In addition, six of the studies included technology- or web-based strategies as a way to potentially increase access to smoking cessation interventions. Two studies attempted to address the limitations of prior research by tailoring cessation interventions to the unique needs of HIV+ women and African American MSM smokers.

**Recommendations for future research**

Given the importance of smoking cessation among PLWH to general wellbeing and to prolong survival, cessation attempts are likely to be more successful and therapy more effective, if the individual risk factors for smoking within this population are better understood. In our review we identify five risk factors to smoking cessation namely: mental health comorbidity, alcohol and drug use, HRQOL, social networks and supports, and access to smoking cessation treatment. Interestingly, these risk factors are themselves crucial barriers to successfully implementing smoking cessation interventions at all points of the transtheoretical model (“stages of change” model). For instance, depression – a common mental health comorbidity among PLWH – is associated with higher nicotine dependence but also reduced readiness to stop smoking which deleteriously impacts pre-contemplation, contemplation, and preparation stages necessary as per the transtheoretical model for smoking cessation to occur. In addition, co-existing mental health and substance abuse issues present competing priorities for both the health provider and the individual resulting in reduced treatment adherence thus ultimately impacting action, maintenance, and termination stages of change and thus intervention success. This double jeopardy of risk factor and barrier to implementation, needs to be systematically addressed in future studies given the implications for clinical practice and treatment success.

However, we found that some behavioral smoking cessation interventions such as cognitive-behavioral therapy over the telephone were amenable to resolving the identified risk factor of limited access to smoking cessation treatment. Supporting this assertion is evidence to support that as few as six cell phone counseling sessions limited to 3 minutes each over a 2-week period were sufficient to make a quit attempt with a success rate of 75% at the end of the 2-week period.\textsuperscript{49} Though few studies address this particular modality of delivering smoking cessation treatment within the HIV+ population, considering cost-effectiveness, accessibility, convenience, and the success rate of this treatment approach within the general population, integrating telephone-based counseling treatment to smoking cessation treatment protocols is important to consider.

A chief concern with clinical trials is achieving sufficient statistical magnitude of effect or effect size, in order to quantitatively measure the strength of a smoking cessation strategy against other treatment protocols. In order for this to occur we suggest choosing a sample size targeting a particular statistical power, given a pre-specified difference in the hypothesis test. For example, if comparing a pharmacological approach to a cognitive-behavioral approach we may wish to target 80% power to detect a difference in the effectiveness of each approach, and thus choose a sample size that targets this power. Notably, current smoking cessation literature focused on PLWH is often non-comparative choosing to instead address the merits or demerits of a particular smoking cessation approach within a vacuum, that is, no comparison to similar or different existing cessation strategies. Hence, there is a need for more comparative study of smoking cessation strategies, which addresses magnitude of effect, and thus the potential for clinical effectiveness.

Study design considerations should also address the issue of sample representativeness, which is crucial in determining the generalizability of study results. There is a need for additional studies that adapt interventions to the unique needs of HIV+ smokers and a better understanding of which intervention components are tailored to the target population. Of the 17 studies, only two were tailored specifically for women and African American MSM.\textsuperscript{59,79} In addition, intervention elements that addressed specific risk factors or barriers were not consistently incorporated or disclosed.

Key to bridging the gap between research recommendations and clinical application is the adoption of uniform outcome measures to determine the success of an intervention. Perceptibly, while smoking cessation is the ultimate end point or health outcome, the definition of “smoking cessation” outcome or “smoking abstinence” outcome varies in the literature – eg, “biochemically-verified abstinence” vs “self-reported abstinence”. This lack of consistency in measuring and reporting outcomes hampers any additional assessment of comparative effectiveness between smoking cessation interventions and obscures decision-making within the clinical setting. Nevertheless, it is notable that smoking...
cessation intervention studies have increasingly included biochemical verification assessments. A recent systematic review found that six of nine smoking cessation studies with HIV+ smokers used biochemical markers, while the current review found that 12 studies used biochemical verification assessments.

The length of the follow-up period varied across the reviewed studies, although most included a short follow-up period. Nevertheless, greater uniformity with respect to the length of follow-up would enable providers and researchers to compare across intervention studies and determine which interventions are most effective. While there is no consensus as to an “optimum” length of time to pursue an intervention, examining the long-term effect of interventions is important. Long-term follow-up is particularly important given the deteriorated effectiveness of such programs over time. Such considerations in study design would likely also beneficially influence the accuracy of magnitude of effect, particularly in quantitative assessments of smoking cessation interventions as there would be an appropriate period of time for the desired outcome either to be observed or ruled out as a possibility.

An acknowledged limitation in our review of the literature was the dearth in data regarding maintenance of the smoking cessation outcome. Despite evidence of high relapse rates over time, and right after a quit attempt, the issue of smoking cessation maintenance following an intervention is often neither accounted for in study design nor are steps taken to address relapse prevention. One solution would be to conduct secondary post-study follow-ups to determine maintenance success, and based on these results make recommendations for relapse prevention strategies, such as refresher sessions for cognitive-behavioral therapy or repeating part of or the full smoking cessation intervention.

In our review, the strongest evidence supported the combined interventions that incorporated both behavioral and pharmacological approaches and used randomized controlled study designs. Yet for the purpose of translational research and given finite public health and clinical resources, there is a need to understand the relative contribution of each approach and to determine the extent of interaction between approaches (multiplicative or additive) in supporting smoking cessation outcomes. In particular, there are few comparative studies evaluating the efficacy of pharmacologic-only cessation therapy to behavioral-only interventions vs combined interventions. Such comparative studies would be useful to both policy makers and program managers to best prioritize resources toward the most effective strategies. Moreover, current data on the safety profile of pharmacologic agents are based upon small non-randomized studies, which therefore calls for larger randomized trials. Finally, more research is needed to increase the uptake of smoking cessation interventions in routine practice. Clinicians should receive ongoing encouragement to review the Public Health Service Clinical Guidelines and system decision making guides (available at http://www.ahrq.gov/path/tobacco.htm). In addition, continuing education, in-service trainings, and learning collaboratives may be useful in helping clinicians to consider how to integrate cessation strategies into their regular assessment and treatment of HIV+ clients.

Conclusion
To reduce the significant burden of tobacco use on PLWH, smoking cessation efforts remain a high priority. Overall, the findings from this review suggest that combined behavioral and pharmacotherapy treatments appear to be beneficial to HIV+ smokers. However, it also highlights the need for additional rigorous research that will advance the field and impact long-term smoking outcomes as well as address other risk factors that contribute to smoking behavior. A future challenge is to develop and test culturally acceptable and effective cessation interventions that address smoking-related health disparities among minority groups and women living with HIV. Incorporating relapse prevention strategies into existing smoking cessation interventions is important to reduce the high rate of smoking relapse in this population. Advances in technology – increased web access, smartphone use, e-cigarettes – offer new challenges as well as opportunities that warrant further exploration. Because smoking is a modifiable risk factor that is associated with significant morbidity and mortality, efforts such as continuing education and training to increase the uptake of smoking cessation interventions into routine HIV services are critical.
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